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Let A c (P, A’) denote the Banach space of X-valued analytic functions on a 
polydisc PC C” with absolutely convergent Taylor series. Main rest&: Let T(z) be 
an analytic family of bounded operators from X to Y. Assume that all 7’(z) have 
closed ranges depending continuously on z. Then the “multiplication” operator 
T: A +(f-‘, X) 4 A +(P, Y). induced by T(z), has closed range. (Equivalent charac- 
terization of such operator-valued functions are given.) This result makes it possible 
to construct Banach spaces of sections of some infinite-dimensional analytic 
sheaves. The construction is functorial and has certain exactness properties which 
help to study analytic perturbations of the joint spectrum of J. L. Taylor. iI” 1986 
Academtc Press. Inc. 
The following general problem is the motivation of this paper: having 
given an exact sequence of analytic sheaves 
O-+P-rF’+ ... -+f”+O (1) 
satisfying some natural conditions construct a corresponding exact 
sequence of Banach spaces of sections of these sheaves (and do this over 
sufficiently rich family of subsets of the base space). It does not seem that 
this problem was studied enough, as compared with the similar one concer- 
ning Frechet spaces of sections; cf. Taylor [8,9], Leiterer [4]. In Sec- 
tions 3 and 5 we solve two instances of the general problem, encountered 
by the author during his work on analytic perturbation of Taylor spectrum 
[7]. To get these results, a detailed study of analytic families of operators 
with closed ranges is needed, to which most of the paper is devoted. 
* Present address: Department of Mathematics, Statistics, and Computer Science, The 
University of Illinois at Chicago, Chicago, Illinois 60680. 
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In the basic example of the general problem mentioned above, F’, 
0 d id m, is the sheaf of germs of analytic Xi-valued functions over G c Ck, 
where Xi are complex Banach spaces and the sheaf homomorphisms are 
operators of multiplication by analytic, operator-valued functions z + d’(z): 
G + ,!(A”, x’ + ’ ), 0 < i < m - 1. Such sequence of sheaf homomorphisms is 
exactifandonlyifImd’(z)=kerd”‘(z),zEG, -l<i<m(d’“=O=d“); 
cf. Taylor [8]. Under these assumptions we prove in Section 3 that 
if P is the polydisc D(a,,r,)x ... x D(a,, rk), r,>O, such that PC G, 
then there exist Banach spaces of analytic X’-ualuedfunctions on P, numeiy 
A + (P, Xi) (to he defined next) such that the operator of multiplication by 
d’(z) maps A ,( P, xl) into A +(P, X’ + ‘) and the complex thus defined 
O-+A+(P,X’)+A+(P,X’)-* ... -+A+(P,X”)-,O 
is exact. 
(Note that if all operators d’(z) have generalized inverses, then there are 
many other ways of constructing Banach spaces of sections). 
The space A +(P, X) needed above is the Banach space of all functions 
f: P -+ X such that 
f‘(z)= x .r ,,.,,,, iz;l...zi, ZE P and C IIX,,. .iJl r;l...rp< Xx. (2) 
I , ,  .I‘ 2 0 1,.....11 
The above result follows immediately from the next theorem. (Below, 
H(G, X) denotes the space of all X-valued analytic functions on G.) 
THEOREM 1. Let P he a compact polydisc PcGcCk, and 
TE H(G, L( X, Y)), where X and Y are complex Bunach spaces. Assume that 
there is u Banach space F and a function BE H(G, L( Y, F)) such thut 
Im T(z) = ker B(z) for all 2 E P. Then the “multiplication” operator 
T’: A + (P, X) -+ A + (P, Y) has closed range. More specifically 
ImT={gEA+(P, Y):g(z)~IrnT(z),z~P}. (3) 
The next theorem gives several characterizations of those operator- 
valued functions T(z) to which the last result applies. In the proof of both 
theorems an important role is played by the reduced minimum modulus 
y(T), which characterizes quantitatively operators with closed ranges. We 
will use more frequently its reciprocal 
k(T)= sup inf [(x1(. 
J E Im T ,  II yll c I .Tx = .I 
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THEOREM 2. Let X and Y be complex Banach spaces and M be a Stein 
manifold. Let z + T,: M + L(X, Y) be an analytic function. Assume that all 
operators T, have closed ranges. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) the function z -+ k( T,) is locally un$ormly bounded (or equivalen- 
tly: continuous); 
(ii) the set ((z, y): z E M, y E Im Tz} is closed in M x Y; 
(iii) the function z + T, satisfies formal solvabilit>~ condition (FSC) at 
each point a E M; 
(iv) there is a Banach space E and a function A E H( M, L(X, Y)) such 
that the function k(A(. )) is continuous and ker T(z) = Im A(z) Jar ever? 
ZEM; 
(v) there is a Banach space F and a function BE H(M, L( Y, F)), such 
that Im T(z) = ker B(z) for every z E M; 
(vi) there is F and B(. ) satisfying (v) and such that Im B(z) is closed 
for all z E M and the function k( B( . )) is continuous. 
The FSC mentioned in (iii) is a purely algebraic relation among 
operators that are coefficients of the power series representing T(z) with 
respect to some coordinate system at z = a. The condition plays the crucial 
role in the proofs of both theorems, which seems to be due to the following 
special feature of FSC. In spite of the fact that the property of an operator 
having closed range is not stable with respect to analytic perturbations, it is 
still stable with respect to those perturbations T(z) which satisfy FSC at 
z = a (cf. Corollary 2.5, 4.2). 
The paper is organized as follows: Section 1 collects for easy reference 
some properties and estimates of the function k(T). In Section 2 FSC is 
used to get structure result for linear pencils of operators with closed 
ranges (Theorem 2.1) which is used in Section 3 to prove Theorem I. Sec- 
tion 4 is devoted to the proof of Theorem 2. In Section 5 Theorems 1 and 2 
are combined to help obtain exact sequences of Banach spaces of selections 
of some quotient sheaves, which constitutes another instance of the general 
problem discussed at the beginning of the Introduction. 
1. PROPERTIES OF THE REDUCED MINIMUM MODIJLUS 
Terminology 
To shorten the wording of many results we make some conventions. All 
Banach spaces in this paper are assumed to be complex. The space of all 
bounded operators from X to Y is denoted by L(X, Y) only if X and Y are 
Banach spaces; thus the expression “TE L(X, Y)” implies automatically 
that X and Y are complex Banach spaces. We say that TE L(X, Y) is an 
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embedding if Im T (= the range of T) is closed and T has zero kernel. 
Closure is denoted by Cl. 
We begin with some properties of k(T) that are obvious or well known. 
Remark 1.1. (i) If TEL(X, Y), then T has closed range if and only if 
k(T)< xc. 
(ii) Let TE L(X, Y) and M>O be given. Assume that for every 
ye Im T such that 11 yl( < 1, there is x E X such that TX = y and 
dist(x, ker T) < M. Then k(T) d M. 
The following modification of this criterion is implicit in Taylor [8, 
Proof of Lemma 2. I 1. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let T E L( X, Y), M > 0 and 0 < 6 < 1. Assume that for ever) 
ye Im T with ;I yll < 1 there is x E X such that I( TX - yll <S and 
dist(x, ker T) 6 M. Then k(T) < M/( 1 - 6). 
LEMMA 1.3 (Leiterer [3, Lemma61). Let T,,EL(X, Y), n=l,2 ,.... 
Assume that sup, k( T,,) < m and lim, II T, - TI( = 0 for some TE L( X, Y). 
Then Im T is closed and k(T) = lim, k( T,). 
THEOREM 1.4 (Markus, cf. Leiterer [3, pp. 115-l 161. Let f be a metric 
spuce and let T: I--+ L(X, Y) he u continuous .function. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) the function k( T(. )) is locally bounded on I ‘; 
(ii) the function k( T(. )) is continuous on r; 
(iii) the correspondence 2 4 Im T(z), z E r, is continuous in the sense 
of the gap topology; 
(iv) the correspondence z --t ker T(z), ZE I-, is continuous in the sense 
of the gap topology. 
coRot.LmY 1.5. Let T, E L( X, Y) he embeddings. Assume that 
lim, 1) T, - TII = 0, and sup, k( T,,) < x. Then T is an embedding as well. 
Proof: By Lemma 1.3 and Theorem 1.4(iv). Q.E.D. 
Remark 1.6. Let TE L(X, Y). Then k(T) = k( T*). 
~OPOStTlON 1.7. Let TE L( X, Y), SE L( Y, Z). Assume that S 9 T= 0. 
Then Im T= ker S and Im S is closed if and only if Im S* = ker T* and 
Im F is closed. 
ProoJ Application of HahnBanach theorem and of the open mapping 
theorem. Q.E.D. 
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In the remaining part of this section we sketch proofs, rather routine, of 
some estimates and properties of k(T), needed below. 
LEMMA 1.8. Let TE L(X, Y) and let X0 c X, Y0 c Y be closed subspaces. 
Assume that T( X0) c Y,. Denote by P the restriction T 1 X,: X, -+ Y, and 
by T the operator XIX, -+ Y/Y, induced by T. Then 
(i) if‘ Y,, c Im T, then ? is an embedding lf and only lf T ‘( Y,) = X, 
and Im T is closed; 
(ii) if Y, c Im T and T ~ ‘( Y,) = X0, then T has closed range if and 
only (f T is an embedding. Quantitatioely 
max(k(P),k(~))~k(T)Qk(~‘)+ IITII k(P)k(7’7+k(77. (1.1) 
(iii) if P is onto and 7 is an embedding, and lf R c L(X, Y) satisfies 
Nxo)c Y,, llR[l < (I - 6)y( T), 6 > 0, then T+ R has closed range, 
(T+R)(X,)=Y,, (T+R))‘(Y,,)=X”and 
k(T+ R)<26-‘k(T)(l +6 ‘k(T) IITII). (1.2) 
Proof (i) is obvious, as well as the qualitative part of (ii). The 
inequality k(P) <k(T) is clear since ker P = ker T (for T- ‘( YO) = X0). 
We apply Remark 1.1 to check inequality k(T) 6 k(T). Let [ y] = 
y + Y”E Im T be such that dist( y, Y,) < 1. Choose yO~ Y, such that 
II y - y. II < 1. Since T(X,) = YO, y - y,, E Im T and there is x, E X such that 
[lx, (I <k(T) and y-y, = TX,. Also there is X~E X0 such that TX, = y,. Set 
x=x, +x0. Then y = T.v, [y] = T[x] and 
II[x]]l =dist(x, +x0, X,) =dist(x,, X0)< IIx,lI <k(T) 
Thus k(T) < k( T), as required. 
To prove the right-hand side inequality in (1.1) take YE Im T such that 
]I yll < 1; we will show that if XE X satisfies T,r=y then 
dist(x, ker T) d k( P) + ker( 7) + k(P) k(T) II TII. (1.3) 
Since dist( y, YO) < 1 and ker p= [OJ = [X,,] we have dist(x, X0) <k(T). 
Choose x,, E X, such that 
/Ix - xoll < 4 n. (1.4) 
Then II y - Tx,Il Q II TII I/x - x,,JI d II TJI k( 7) and so 
II TxoII < II yli + II TII k(F) < 1 + II TII 4 ??. (1.5) 
Since TX, = Px,, and by (1.5), there is x’ E X, such that TX’ = TX, and 
Ilx’ll <47’%1 + IITII k@‘)). 
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By this and (1.4) Ilx-(x,,--‘)!I G [Ix-xoll + IIx’II ~k(t)+k(p’)+ 
II TII k(m m. S’ mce x0 - x’ E ker T, the estimate ( 1.3) holds, and so does 
(1.1). 
(iii) Let R”=RIX,:X,-, Y, and &x+X,)=~+y,,, REL(X/X~), 
Y/Y,). By part (ii) u(T)>y( T) and y(p) ky( T). By the well-known 
property of epimorphisms and embeddings y( p’ + R”) 3 ;1( 70) - I( Roll 2 
y(T)- JIRiI and y(T+ E)ay(F)- IIRII 27(T)- IIRII. Thus if IIRII < 
(1 - 6) ;1( T), then (T+ R)’ is an epimorphism, (T + R)’ is an embedding, 
and both k(T+ R)“) and k((T+ R)‘) do not exceed 6 ‘k(T). By (ii) T+ R 
has closed range and by ( 1.1) the inequality ( 1.2) holds. Q.E.D. 
The next lemma generalizes Taylor [8], Lemma 2.1. 
LEMMA 1.9. Let X, Y, Z he Bunach spaces. Denote 
K(X, Y,Z)=((T,S)EL(X, Y)xL(Y,Z):S.T=O); 
U(X, Y, Z) = {(T, S) E K(X, Y, Z): Im T= ker Sun&m S is closed}. 
Then (I( A’, Y, Z) is open in K( X, Y, Z) und functions k( T) and k(S) are c’on- 
rinuous on U( X, Y, Z). 
Proc$ Let (T,,, S,) E U(X, Y, Z). Let E > 0 satisfy the inequality 
k( To) + k(S,) + ck( To) k(S,) < l/c. (1.6) 
( I ) First, we show that if ( 1.6) and I T - T,,\l, ‘IS - S,II < c, 
(T, S)E M(X, Y, Z), then Im T= ker S. We will apply Lemma 1.2. If 
j!EkerS, II:ll<l, then IIS,,?:II=li(S,-S)?,II<c. So there is J’E Y such 
that S, J’ = So ~1 and II ~‘1’ < k(S,)c. Since >’ - ~1’ E ker S,, and 11 J - ~3’11 <
I +A(&), there is I’VE X such that IIxo(I <k(T,)(l +ck(SO)) and 
T.u, = J - 1”. Since 
Tx,-y=(T,,x,-(y-~v’))+(T-T,,)x,-~~’=(T-T,,).~,-~~‘. 
(1.7) 
IIT.r,- yll <r: llxoll + (l.v’ll G6 :=c(k(T,)+k(S,)+k(T,,)k(S,)). 
If ( 1.6) then 6 < 1 and by Lemma 1.2 Im T is a closed subspace of ker S 
and so, by the above proof, equal to ker 5’. 
(2) We will show now that if (1.6) and if ;I T- ToI\ <E, IIS- SolI CC, 
then Im S is closed as well. By Proposition 1.7 ImS,* = ker T,* and Im Tz 
is closed. Since ( 1.6) holds also for conjugated operators (by Remark 1.6), 
we can apply part (1) in this new setting and obtain that Im S* = ker T*. 
In particular, S* has closed range and so does S. 
Observe further that if 6 is defined by (1.7) and E satisfies (1.6), then it 
follows from the estimates in (1) and Lemma 1.2 that k(T) < 
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k(T,,)( 1 + &(&))I( 1 - 6), if II T- Toll, IIS- &II <E, and so function k(T) is 
locally bounded on U(X, Y, Z). Applying the same argument as in (2) to 
conjugated operators, we get that k(S*) is locally bounded on U(X, Y, Z). 
Thus the functions k(T) and k(S) are continuous on U(X, Y, Z) (by 
Theorem 1.4). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 1.10. Let E and Y he Eunuch spaces and C E L( E, Y*). Assume 
that Im C is a w*-closed s&space of Y*. Then the operator 
B = C* I Y: Y + E* (where Y is considered as canonically embedded in Y**) 
has closed range. 
Proof Let Z denote the quotient space Y/An(Im C), where An(Im C) 
denotes the annihilator of Im C in Y and let rr denote the canonical surjec- 
tion of Y onto Z. Since Im C is w*-closed, it is equal to the annihilator of 
An(Im C) in Y*, and the latter is equal to x*(2*). Thus Im C=n*(Z*). 
Because of this we can represent C as rr* c: C,, where C, is an epimorphism 
in L(E, Z*). Then C* = C: 3 n**, where CT E L(Z**, E*) is an embedding. 
If we set B, = C, I Z: Z + E*, then B, is also an embedding and B = B, c: n. 
Since n is a surjection, B has closed range. Q.E.D. 
2. LINEAR PENCILS OF OPERATORS WITH CLOSED RANGES 
The proof of Theorem 1 (to be given in Sect. 3), relies on the next result. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let G c a3 be a connected open set and S, V E L(X, Y). 
Denote Tz = S - z V, z E G and assume that there is a Eunuch space F and a 
function BE H(G, L( Y, F)) such that Im T, = ker B(z) for every I E G. Then 
there are closed &spaces X0 c X and Y, c Y such that for all 2 E G, 
TAX,) = Y,, and T,- ‘(YO)=X,,. 
Consequently, for every z E G the operator Tz I X, E L(X,, YO) is an 
epimorphism, while the operator Tz : X/X, + Yj Y,, induced by Tz, is an 
embedding. 
The construction of subspaces X0 and Y, utilizes the FSC which we 
define more generally than needed in this section. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let X and Y be complex linear spaces and T(z) be a 
formal power series in z,, z2 ,..., z,, whose coefficients are linear transfor- 
mations from X to Y. We represent it as formal series T(z) = CF.; ,, Tk(z), 
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where r,( *) are homogeneous polynomials. We say that T(z) satisfies FSC 
if 
for every k 2 I and for every X-valued polynomial x(z) of degree smaller 
than k, if y(z) = T(z) x(z) is a formal power series in z,, z~,..., zn whose all 
[erms of degree smaller than k vanish, [hen all the coejficients of y(z) 
corresponding to terms of degree k belong to Im T(0) = Im To. 
If TE H(G, L(X, Y), Cc C”, we say that the function T(z) satishes FSC 
at z=u if the power series in 2, -a ,,..., z,~- II, representing T(z) satisfies 
FSC (in the sense of formal power series). 
Of cause, if the costant term T(0) = T,, is an epimorphism then the 
power series T(z) satisfies FSC. It is less obvious but also easy to check 
that T(z) satisfies FSC if T(0) is one-to-one (for equation T(z) x(z) = 0 
implies x(z) E 0, if x(z) is a formal power series). 
The FSC may seem complicated, but it is just a precise formulation that 
the power series equation T(z) x(z) = 0 can be solved inductively for x(z), 
with finite number of derivatives at z = 0 prescribed. If, in addition, T(z) is 
analytic and Im T(0) closed then the formal solution x(z) can be construc- 
ted in a controlled way so that it is holomorphic near z = 0 (see Proof of 
Lemma 4.l(iii) + (iv)). The technique of the next lemma is much the same 
as that of Taylor [g, Lemma 2.31, however, the realization of the role of 
FSC in this context seems to be new. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let X, Y, ond F he complex linear spaces and let T(z) and 
B(z) be,formal power series in z, ,..., zn whose coefficients are linear transfor- 
mations from X IO Y and Y to Z, respectively. Assume that Im T(0) = 
ker B(0) and that B(z)<’ T(z) = 0. Then T(z) sutisfies FSC. 
Proof Let x(x) =x0 + xi(z) + ,T~(z) + ... + +rk ,(z) be an X-valued 
polynomial of degree <k - I (written as sum of homogeneous 
polynomials) such that T(z) -Y(Z) = yk(z) + terms of degree greater than k, 
and yJz) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree k. We have show that 
coefficients of yk(z) belong to Im T,, or, equivalently, that B(0) yk(i)=O 
for every z E C”. 
If we represent B(z) =x,‘10 B,(z), where B,(z) is a homogeneous 
polynomial of degree i, then we can sum up our assumptions as follows: 
C T,(i) X,(Z) = 0 for 0~ 1 <k, i,.i>O; (2.1) 
, t,=/ 
Both= - 2 B.>(Z) Tt .s(zL i 2 0. 
r= I 
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Substituting the last formula to the equation 
Zfi= l(BOTi(z)) Xk - AZ) we get 
(by (2.1)). 
= - i g.,(z) ( i Ti .7(z) eKk - ,(;,) = 0. 
5 = I I = ., 
163 
go Y/r(Z) = 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let S, V E L( X, Y). Define by induction suhspuces Xn, Yk. 
n20, so that A’;,=kerS, Y:,= V(X:,), X”, ,=S-‘(Yn) andser 
x,=cr (j x:” ; 
( > 
Y,=Cl (jYn. 
” -.. 0 ( > n -- 0 
Assume that the pencil z + S - z V satisfies FSC at z = 0 and that S has 
closed range. Then 
V(X”)C yo, Y,cImS, (2.2) 
s-‘(Y,)=X,, S(Xo) = yo. (2.3) 
Proof We prove first by induction on n that 
x:, = x:, t I and y:, = y:, + I, n 2 0. (2.4) 
Since S ‘(0)~ S-‘( V(S ‘(0))) and V(S ‘(0))~ VS ‘( V(S--I(O))), 
inclusions (2.4) hold for n = 0. If we assume they are fullfilled for n, then 
they also hold for n+l, since X,+i=S ‘(Yj)cS ‘(Y;,+,)=X:,+,, and 
so Yn+*= V(X:, + i ) c V(X:, + 2) = Y, + 2, as required. 
By (2.4), Xl, = u,“=,, X:, and YtL = Un Y, are linear manifolds. Of course 
X,=Cl(X:,), Yo=C1(Y:,), and since V(X”)c Y”, we have V(Xo)c Y,. 
The FSC condition is needed to show that YA c Im S, n 3 0 (and is 
actually equivalent to the latter fact). Namely, a closer inspection of the 
definitions of X:, and Y:, reveals that y,, E YL if and only if there exist vec- 
tors x0,..., X,E X such that Sx, = 0, Szc, = Vx, ,..., S-u,, = Vx, , , and 
y, = Vx,,. These relations imply that (S - zV)(x, + x, z + . . . + x,z”) = 
ynz” + terms of degree greater than n. Thus by FSC yn E Im S and so 
Y:, c Im S. Since the latter subspace is closed, 
Y,c Im S. (2.5) 
Since Xn+, = S- ‘( Yn) and by (2.4) XL, = S ‘( Yk). Then of course 
Cl(A”) c S ‘(Ci( Yk )), but it takes closed range property of S to show the 
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reverse inclusion. Let M > k(S). If x E S ‘( Y,) then Sx E Cl( Y’% ) and there 
are vectors y, E Y>-, n B 0, such that x,, 11 Y,, 11 < 3~: and x yn = Sx. By (2.5) 
y,~ Im S and so there are x,, IJx,II < A4 II ~~~11 such that Sx, = y,,. Clearly 
x, E x:- 3 i = x., x, belongs to X, and SZ = 1. Thus S(x - .?) = 0, and since 
ker SC X0, XE X,. We have thus proved that .S - ‘( Y,,) = X,, which, 
together with (2.5) yields S(X,) = Y,,. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let 2 -+ T,: C -+ L( X, Y) he a lineur pencil satisfjing 
FSC a( z = a. Assume thar T, has closed range. Then there ure closed suh- 
spaces X,, G X and Y, c_ Y, and r > 0 such that T,( X,) G Y, for all z E C and 
TAX,,) = Y,, for \:-a1 <r, 
Y;- ‘( Y,,) = x,, .fhr I:-uaJ <r. 
More specificully, for any r > 0, such that 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
sup IIT,- T,Il 6(1 -b)y(T,). 
I. <II sr 
for some 6 > 0, Eqs. (2.6), (2.7 ) hold, as well as 
sup k(T,)<26 ‘k(T,)(l +li ‘k(T,) JIT,il)<c~j. 
I.‘ u1cr 
(2.8) 
Proof We can represent T, = S - (z - a)V, with S= T, and apply 
Lemma 2.4 to get subspaces X,, c X and Y. c Y satisfying (2.2) and (2.3). 
Then one can apply Lemma 1.8(iii) to get (2.6) (2.8). We omit further 
details. QED. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Choose a E G. By Lemma 2.3 the pencil T, 
satisfies FSC at any point, e.g., at 2 = a, and so by Corollary 2.5 there is a 
disc D = D(u, r), r > 0 such that 
T,(X,)= Y,, T:-‘(Yo)=X,, for=ED. 
Since Y,, c Im T, = ker B(z) for ZED, the analytic function 
- + B(z) 1 Y,,: G + L( Y(,, F) vanishes on D and so on G; thus b
Y,zIm T, for ZEG. (2.9) 
By this and Lemma 1.8(i), T; ‘( YO) = X, if and only if T, is an embedding, 
where Tz: X/X, + Y/Y,, is the operator induced by T,. Therefore the set 
c= {zEG: T, ‘(To)= X,) = (zEG: 7: is an embedding} 
is open. We will show that it is closed in G. Let ho G n Cl(G). Since T, 
satisfies FSC at 7 = h, by Corollary 2.5 there is a disc D’ = D(h, r’) such 
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that sup{k( 7’J: z E a’} < 50. (This follows also from Lemma 1.9.) Choose a 
sequence z(n) E G n D’ such that lim z(n) = b. Since T:(,, are embeddings 
and sup k( 7;,,,,) < sup k( TZcn ) < cc (by (1.1 )), therefore by Corollary 1.5 T,, 
is an embedding and so h E r: . Seeing that G is nonempty, closed and open 
in G, which is connected, G = G. Thus T; ‘( Y,) = X0 for all z E G and by 
(2.9) Y,, = T,( T,- ‘( Yo)) = T,(X,) for all z E G. Q.E.D. 
3. OPERATORS BETWEEN SPACES OF ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS 
WITH ABSOLUTELY CONVERGENT TAYLOR SERIES 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 1 using Theorem 2.1. The latter 
reduces the treatment of linear families of operators with closed ranges to 
families of embeddings and surjections considered separately, and in these 
special cases Theorem 1 is proven easily. Then the linearization technique 
and induction on dimension settles the general case. 
Remark 3.1. Operator 7 in Theorem 1 is a well-defined bounded 
operator from A + (P, .I’) to A + (P, Y). Namely, if TE H(G, ,!.(A’. Y)). then 
T ( P E A + (P, L(X, Y)) and FA f E A + (P, A’), is a function in A + (P, Y), 
whose Taylor expansion in - A, ,..., z, is formal convolution of power series of 
T 1 P and of 1: Thus the norm of T is smaller than or equal to norm of 
T 1 P in A +(P, L(X, Y)) (in the sense of (2)). To avoid ambiquity we will 
frequently denote T by A, (T). 
LEMMA 3.2. Theorem 1 holds if‘ n = 1 and etlety- T(z), z E P, is an 
epimorphism. 
ProoJ Let E be an I’ space of sufliciently large cardinality so that there 
is an epimorphism n: E + Y. Since T(z) are onto, by Leiterer [4, 
Lemma 3.11 there exists AEH(G, L(E, X)) (GcC’) such that 
T(z) A(z)= rt for all ZE G. We have to show that Im A+(T) = A + (P, Y). 
Since A +(T) (- A +(A) = A +(n), it remains to observe that A + (n) is onto. 
We can assume that P = d(0, R) (n = 1). Let M > k(x). If g E A + (P, Y), 
then g(z) = Z.k”; 0 ykzk, where I;= 0 I( y, )( Rk < x. We can tind x& E E such 
that x(x&)= y& and [IX&(; <M I]y,(l. Then the series x&xkzk, I;( <R 
defines SE A + (P, E) such that n(f(z)) = g(z). Thus A •t (T) is onto. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.3. Theoretn 1 holds ijaIl T(z), ; E G, are embeddings and n = 1. 
Proof: In the special case under consideration all T(z)* E L( Y*, X*), 
z E G, are epimorphisms. Therefore, similarly as in the last lemma there 
exist: an I’ space E, an epimorphism 7~: E -+ X* and a function 
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A, E H(G, L(E, X*)) such that T(z)* 0,4,(z) = rr for all ZE G. Now, set 
F= E*, j=n* I XEL(X, F), and C(z)=A,(z)*) Y, LEG, where X and Y 
are considered as embedded canonically in X** and Y**, respectively. 
Then j is an embedding, C E H( G, L( Y, F)) and B(z) o T(z) = j, for all z E G. 
The inclusion ( c ) in Eq. (3) in Theorem 1 is obvious. Conversely, let 
gcA+(P, Y) and g(z)EIm T(z) for every ZE P. Set f(z)=C(z) g(z), ZE P. 
By Remark 3.1 function ,f belongs to A +(P, E). Since g(z) E Im T(z), ZE P, 
we get j(z) E Im C(z) 0 T(z) = Im ,j, z E P. The operator j being an embed- 
ding, there is a unique function h: P -+ X such that j(h(z)) =f(z); of course 
hi A ,(P, X). Eventually, C(z)(T(z) h(z) - g(z)) =j(h(z)) -.f(z) =O, and 
since ker C(z)n Im T(z) = (0) for each z~ G, we infer that 
T(z) h(z) - g(z) = 0 in P. Thus g E Im A + (7). Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem I. ( 1) We start from the case n = I ; afterwords we 
will continue by induction on n. 
Assertion I. Theorem 1 is true if n = 1 and T(z) = S - z V (in addition to 
the other assumptions). 
Without loss of generality G can be replaced by its connected open com- 
ponent containing P. This and assumption about B(z) allow us to apply 
Theorem 2.1. Thus there exist subspaces X0 c X and Y, c Y such that all 
operators p(z)= T(z) 1 X,, z E G, are epimorphisms onto YO, and all 
operators T(Z)EL(T, P), ZEG, induced by T(z), are embeddings 
(x=x/x”, 8= Y/Y,,). 
The inclusion ( c ) in Eq. (3) is trivial. To prove the reverse inclusion, 
take arbitrary g E A + (P, Y) such that g(z) E Im T(z), z E G. Let n: X--t 2 
and g: Y 4 P be canonical surjections, and i: X, -+ X, j: Y, + Y, be 
canonical embeddings. Then age A +(P, 8) and ag(z) E Im T(z) for every 
z E G. Since all T(z) are embeddings, by Lemma 3.3 there is h E A + (P, 2) 
such that T(z) h(z) = as(z), z E P. Since n is an epimorphism, by 
Lemma 3.2, A + (n) maps A + (P, X) onto A + (P, 8) and so there is 
f, E A +(P, X) such that ag(z) = T(z) x,(z) for every z E P. Since 
aT(z) = T(z)n, for ZE G, we get a( g(z) - T(z)f,(z))=O and so h,(z) := 
g(z) - T(z)f,(z) E Im .i= Y,, z E P, and h, E A + (P, Yo). All P(z) being 
epimorphisms, Lemma 3.2 implies that there is a function k E A + (P. X,) 
such that h,(z) = g(z) - T(z) f,(z) = p(z) k(z) = T(z) k(z), for z E P. 
Therefore g(z) = T(z)(f,(z) +/c(z)), REP, where lc-tj,~A,(P,X). The 
assertion is proved. 
We will now show that general one dimensional case follows from the 
linear case. Recall after [I, 23 that operator valued functions 
T, T, E H(G, L(X, Y)) are called analytically equivalent if there exist 
functions FE H(G, L(X)) and E E H(G, L( Y)), whose all values are inver- 
tible, such that T,(z) = E(z) 0 T(z) :J F(z), z E G. 
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LINEARIZATION THEOREM. Let TE H(G, L(X, Y)). Then there exist a 
Banach space Z and operators S, VE L(X@ Z, Y@ Z) such that the 
operator valued functions z + T(z) @ T, and z + S- zV, z E G, are 
analytically equivalent. (See den Boer [l] and Gohberg, Kaashoek, and 
Lay [2] for details and background.) 
Assume that TE H(G, L(X, Y)) is as in Theorem 1, in particular there 
exist BE H(G, L( Y, F)) such that Im T(z) = ker B(z), ZE G. Set B,(z) := 
B(z)@0,~ L( Y@Z, Fez); of course B, is an analytic function such that 
ker B,(z) = Im( T(z) @ I,) for z E G. By the linearization theorem 
T(z)@ I, = E(z) 0 (S - zV) c F(z), where E, F are as above. If we set 
B,(z)= B,(z)0 E(z), then it is clear that B,(.) is an analytic operator- 
valued function in G such that ker B,(z) = Im(S - zV) for every 2 E G. 
Therefore the linear pencil S - z V satisfies all assumptions of Assertion 1 
and so Eq. (3) holds, i.e., 
ImA+(S-(.)V)={gEA+(P, YeZ):g(z)~Irn(S-zV)forz~P}. 
By the Assertion 2, which is formulated next, Eq. (3) holds also for the 
equivalent operator function T(.) @ I,, i.e., 
ImA+(T@Z,)={gEA+(P, Y@Z):g(z)~(1rnT(z))@Z,z~P}. (3.1) 
Assertion 2. Let P be a compact polydisc in G and 
T, T, E H(G, L(X, Y)) be analytically equivalent. If Eq. (3) holds for the 
function T,(.), then it holds for T(.) as well. 
(We omit the simple proof which follows from Proposition 3.1 and 
inspection of the ranges Im A +(T) = Im( A + (E)) 3 A + (T, ) c A + (F)). 
We end part (1) of the proof with the observation that left-hand side in 
(3.1) is equal to Im A , (T) @ A + (P, Z), while the right-hand side is equal 
to 
and so Eq. (3) follows. 
(2) Having proved Theorem 1 for n = 1, we will show now that it 
holds for n, provided it is already known for all k <n. 
We establish some notation. Points of C” are represented as z = (z’, z,,), 
z’ E C” - ‘, and P = Q x D, where Q is a polydisc in C” ’ and D a closed 
disc. We let G ,,= Q) be the maximal open set such that Q x G, c G; of 
course d c G,. Consider Banach spaces 8 = A + (Q, X), p = A + (Q, Y), and 
F= A+(Q, F). The heart of our argument is the observation that the 
following natural (isometric isomorphic) identifications hold: 
A+(P,X)=A+(D,W), A+(P, Y)=A+(D, 8), and A+(P,Z)=A+(D,p). 
(3.2) 
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Define furthermore, for each z, E G,, operators r(z,) E L(x, P) and 
fl(z,,) E L( F, F) as th e multiplication operators induced by the functions of 
(n - I ) arguments: 2’ + T(z’, z,) and i’ -+ B(z’, z,,), respectively (cf. 
Proposition 3.1). It is clear that r(.) and b( . ) are analytic operator-valued 
functions in G,. 
Applying inductive assumptions to the function z’ 4 T(;‘, 2,) (in-fixed) 
of (n - I ) arguments we get, by formula (3), that Im ~(2,) = ker /?(z,,), for 
each Z,,E G,,. Therefore the function r E H(G,, L(T, P)) satisfies all the 
assumptions of Theorem 1, and so, by its one-dimensional version, the 
operator 
A+(r): A+(D,f)+A+(D, y) 
has closed range. Furthermore 
ImA+(r)={;,cA+(D, P):~(;,,)EI~T(=,,),=,ED~. (3.3) 
Now, the identifications (3.2) identify also operator A +(T) with A +(T) 
(and A, (B) with A , (,!I)). With the use of these identifications Eq. (3) is 
just a translation of (3.3). Q.E.D. 
Remark 3.4. Equation (3) in Theorem I is equivalent to the relation 
Im A.(T)=kerA+(B) 
(for Im T(z) = ker B(z) for all ZE P). 
The next corollary (together with results of Sect. 5) is the main 
application of this paper to the study of Taylor spectrum which is carried 
over in [S]. The corollary follows immediately from the last remark and 
Theorem I. 
COROLLARY 3.5. L.er PC 62’ he u compact polydisc, G its open 
neighhourhood p, Xl,..., x” be complex Banuch spaces and d’ E 
H(G, L( Xi, X’ ’ ’ ), 0 < i < m - 1. Assume that for each z E G the complex 
0 -+ x” -+ x’ -9 . . . + x” + 0, (3.4) 
where the dlj$erentials are 0, d”(z), d’(z). . d”- ‘(z), 0; respectively, is exact. 
Then the complex 
~-+A+(P,XO)+A+(P,Y)+ ... -+A+(P,Xm I)-A+(P,P)+~, 
whose dij$?rentiuls are 0, A + ((r’), A + (d’ ) ,..., A f (d” ’ ), 0 is exact as well. 
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4. CHARACTERIZATION OF ANALYTIC FAMILIESOF OPERATORS 
WITH REGULARLY VARYING RANGES 
The proof of the characterizations formulated in Theorem 2 depends on 
the next lemma (which is a local version of the theorem) and results of 
Leiterer [4] on Banach coherent analytic Frechet sheaves (BCAF sheaves). 
LEMMA 4.1. Let aE U c Ck, iJ he open and TE H( U. L(X, Y)). Then the 
Jollowing conditions are equivalent 
(i) lim sup.- .(, k( T(z)) < 3~; 
(ii) when z,, + a, x, E Im T(z,) and [Ix, - x,ll -+ 0, then x,, E Im r(u); 
(iii) FSC holds at z = a and Im T, is closed, 
(iv) there is a Banach space E, a neighbourhood V @’ a in U and a 
function A E H( V, L(E, X)) such that Im A(z)= ker T(z)for ZE V; 
(v) there is a Bunach spuce F, a neighbourhood V of a in U and a 
jiuncrion BE H( V, L( Y, F)) such that ker B(z) = Im T(z) and Im B(z) is 
closed for all z E V. 
Since both (i) and (ii) hold in some neighbourhood, condition (iii) has 
the same property. This is rather surprising since neither FSC nor the 
property of having closed range, taken separately, have to hold in any 
neighbourhood. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let T be an analytic operator-valued junction in 
U c C”. Then the set of UN a E U such that Im T(a) is closed and fitnction 
T(z) has FSC at z = a is open in U. 
Proof of Lemma 4.1. We first prove the implications 
(i)*(ii)*(iii)*(iv)=(i); then we will show that also condition (v) is 
equivalent to (i). We may assume without loss of generality that a=O. 
(i) = (ii) by Theorem 1.4(iii). 
(ii) + (iii) Let x(z) be an X-valued polynomial of degree smaller than n 
(na I) such that T(z) X(Z) is a formal power series in z,,..., zk (with coef- 
ficients in X) without terms of degree lower than n. Let y(z) denote the 
homogeneous part of T(z) X(Z) of degree n. It is enough to show that 
ME Im T(0) for every zeCk. 
Fix ucCk, u#O and consider f(l)=K”(T(%u)x(~.u)), /I#O. Then f(i) 
is a holomorphic function in a pointed neighbourhood of 0 and clearly 
limj,,,j’(i.) = J(U). Since f(,?)~ Im T(k), i #O, condition (ii) implies that 
y(u) E Im T(O), as required. 
(iii) +- (iv) If x(e) (or T,(.)) is a homogeneous polynomial with vector 
(or operator) coefficients, then we denote by IX (or IT,I) the sum of the 
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norms of all coefficients. Let D(O, R,)’ be a closed polydisc contained in U 
and let T(z) = C:=0 T,(z), (T,(z) = T,), represents T(z) by homogeneous 
polynomials. Cauchy formula and combinatorial argument show that if 
II7Iz)ll <C for max((z,]) < R, then IT,,\ d CR-“, if R is chosen so that 
R < R, Jk. Denote P= D(0, R)k. 
Assrrfion. Under the above denotations and assumptions, if k( T,) < M 
then for every x E ker T, there is a power series X(Z) = x,:;., x,(z) (where 
x,(z) are homogeneous polynomials) such that: (i) x0= x(0)=x, (ii) 
T(z) x(z) = 0 (as formal power series ), and (iii) l.x,l < 
CM(1 +CM)” ‘R ” /XII, n3 1. 
The assertion generalizes Taylor [g, Lemma 2.21; the specific estimate 
(iii) extends that of [7, Lemma 1.63. We construct homogeneous 
polynomials X,(Z) by induction on n, starting from X” =x. Assume that 
x0, -r,(z),..., .r,! ,(z) are already constructed so that (iii) holds and 
x;. ,, T,(z) .x., ,(z) = 0 for 0 <s < n - I. We will construct a homogeneous 
polynomial .u,,(z) satisfying the same conditions for n. The inductive 
assumption means that the series T(x) x(z), where .Y(z) = x7= ,: x,(z), does 
not have terms of degree smaller than n. Since T(z) satisfies FSC at z = 0, 
the homogeneous polynomial y(z) = xy=, T,(z) X, ,(z), of degree n, has all 
coetlicients in Im T,. Since k( r,) < M, there is a homogeneous, nth degree 
polynomial x,(z), with coefficients in X, such that T,x,(z) = -y(z) and 
IX,,\ < M I yJ. The first condition reads 
i T,(Z)X, ,(i)=O. (4.1) 
, = 0 
Using the inequalities I yl ,< x,:‘= , ) T,J lx,, ,I, (iii) for 0, I,..., n - 1 and 
IT,1 < CR -‘, we obtain eventually 
Ixnl Q SC ((1 + MWR)“, 
and so (iii) holds for n. The induction is completed. 
We use the assertion to obtain (iv). Let E be an /‘-space of large enough 
cardinality so that there is A,) E L(E, X) such that Im A, = ker To. We can 
also assume I) A,11 = 1. If {e,} is the canonical basis of I’ = E, we set 
I’ = AOe,, IIx,Il = 1. Denote in the Assertion C, = MC/( 1 + MC) and 
r = R/( 1 + MC). Then for every t there exist a sequence of homogeneous 
polynomials x;(z), n = 0, l,..., such that xb = x,, IX;\ G C, r. ” and 
,cO T,(z) xi, Jz) = 0, n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., t arbitrary. (4.2) 
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If e=xa,e,EE, we set A,,(z)=Ca,x:,-,(z). Then A, (z) is a 
homogeneous polynomial with coefficients in L(E, X) and 
[A,( < c*cn. (4.3 1 
set A(z)=Z,“,, A,(z), as a formal power series. By (4.2), A(z) is an 
analytic function in D(0, r)k, and by (4.2), 7’(z) = ,4(z) = 0 in this polydisc. 
Of course A(0) = A, and, by construction, Im A, = ker r,,. These proper- 
ties and Lemma 1.9 imply that there is a neighbourhood V of z = 0 such 
that Im A(z) = ker T(z) for ZE V and suple ,,k(A(z)) < +cx;, and so (iv) 
holds. 
(iv) * (i) by direct application of Lemma 1.9. 
Having thus shown the equivalence of conditions (ik(iv), we can apply 
it now to the function 7’(z)*. Of course condition (i) holds for T(.) if and 
only if it does for the function z --+ T(z)*. Therefore the function T(.)* 
satisfies also condition (iv), and so there exists a neighbourhood V of z = 0, 
an I’ space E and a function CE H( V, L(E, Y*)) such that Im C(z)= 
ker T(z)* and Im T(z) is closed for z E V. Define B(z) = C(z)* ( Y, Y being 
canonically embedded in Y**. Of course BE H( V, L( Y, E*)). Since 
Im C(z) = ker 7’(z)*, Im C(z) is w*-closed in Y*, and so Lemma 1.10 
implies that B(z) has closed range for ZE V. To complete the proof of 
(i)*(v) we have to show yet that Im T(z)= ker B(z). Since Im C(z)= 
ker T(z)* and Im T(z)* is closed for ZE V, Proposition 1.7 implies that 
Im T(z)** = ker C(z)*. We omit the argument showing that 
Im T(z)** n Y= Im T(z). Since B(z) = C(z)* 1 Y, we can conclude that 
Im r(t) = ker B(z). 
The converse implication (v) =z- (i) is a direct consequence of Lemma 1.9. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Since conditions (i)(iii) are of local character, 
their equivalence follows from Lemma 4.1, and by this lemma, (iv) implies 
any of the first three as well. 
(i) = (iv) By Lemma 4.1 condition (iv) holds locally. The global version 
will be obtained by applying Leiterer’s theory of BCAF sheaves; cf. [4]. To 
save space, however, we have to refer the reader to the cited paper for 
precise formulations of notions and results we use. 
Define the kernel sheaf, KT, to be the analytic Frechet sheaf; cf. Leiterer 
[4, Sect. 11, with 
KT(U)={g~H(U,X):T(z)g(z)=O,z~U}, UcM 
and the projection maps KT( U) + KT( V), where Vc U, are restrictions. 
We want to show that KT is a BACF sheaf in the sense of Leiterer [4, 
Definition 2.11. Fix z0 E M and an arbitrary integer n. By Lemma 4.1 (iv) 
there is a neighbourhood V, of z,,, a Banach space E0 and a function 
A,EH(V,,,L(E,,,X)) such that ImA,(z)=ker T(z) for ZE V,. By 
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Lemma 1.9 lim sup: _ z. k(A,(z)) < +30, and so also function A,(.) satisfies 
all the equivalent conditions of Lemma 4.1, in particular (iv). Thus there 
exists a, possibly smaller, neighbourhood V, of z,,, a Banach space E, , and 
a function A, E H( V,, L(E,, E,)) such that Im A,(z) = ker A,(z) for z E V, 
and (by Lemma 1.9) lim sup, _ Z,j k(A,(z)) < EIZ. We obtain by induction 
neighbourhoods V,, V, ,..., V, of zO, Banach spaces E,, E, ,..., E, and 
operator-valued functions Ai E H( V,L(E,, Ei , )), 1 < i < n, such that 
lm Ai = ker A, _ ,(z) for z E V,. Let Y be the intersection of V,, v/2 ,..., V,. 
Consider the following sequence of sheaves of germs of holomorphic vector 
valued functions in V: 
(cf. 1143 for the notation), with sheaf homomorphisms defined as operators 
of “multiplication” by operator valued functions An(=), 
A, ,(z),..., A,(z), A,(z) respectively. By Leiterer [4, Definition 2.11, in 
order to show that KT is BACF it suffices to check that the sequence (4.4) 
is exact. We denote conveniently E , = X, E _ Z = Y, and A _ I = T. If z, E V, 
and g is a germ of holomorphic E, , valued function such that A, , g = 0, 
where 0 < i<n, then the germ g can be represented by some function 
g, E A + (P, E, , ),where P is a small compact polydisc centered at 2, and 
contained in V. By Theorem 1 there is h, E A + (P, E,) such that 
Ai(z)h,(z)=g,(z) for ZEP and the germ h of h, at z, satisfies A,h=g. 
Thus (4.4) is exact and so KT is BACF, 
Applying Leiterer [4, Theorem 2.3(i) and Proposition 1.31 we get a 
Banach space E and a function A E H(M, L( E, X)) such that the operator 
of multiplication by the function A(z) induces a sheaf epimorphism. It 
remains to show that Im A(z) = ker T(z) for every z E M. Let .rO E ker T(;,,). 
Then by the Assertion in the proof of Lemma 4.1 there is a function 
XE H( W, X), where W is a neighbourhood of z~,, such that T(z) x(z)=0 
and x(O) = x(,. So the germ x at 2,) belongs to KT and there is a germ of 
holomorphic E-valued function f such that Af = ?I as germs at zo. It 
follows that A(r,)f(O) = x0. Thus Im A(;,) = ker T(z,) an (iv) holds. 
Having established the equivalence of (i)-(iv), we can apply it to the 
function T(z)*. 
(i) => (vi) Also T(z)* satisfies (i), and applying (iv) to T(z)* we obtain a 
Banach space E and a function C E H( M, L(E. Y*)) such that Im C(z) = 
ker T(z)* for all z E M. Set B(z) = C(z)* 1 Y, with Y canonically embedded 
into Y**. Denote F= E*. Then BE H(M, L( Y, F)). The argument (entirely 
local) that Im B(z) is closed and ImT(z) = ker B(z) is the same as the one 
at the end of the proof of Lemma 4.1. 
The implication (vi) = (v) is obvious and (v) =. (iii) by Lemma 2.3. The 
proof is complete. 
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5. APPLICATIONS: BANACH SPACES OF SECTIONS OF 
PARAMETRIZED COMPLEXES OF QUOTIENT SPACFS 
In this section we apply results of Sections 3 and 5 to obtain a 
generalization of Corollary 3.5 in which the constant spaces A?, Xi,..., X”’ of 
the complex (3.4) are replaced by varying quotient spaces depending 
analytically on several parameters. This result (Theorem 5.1) will be 
applied in Slodkowski [6] to help represent some parts of the joint spec- 
trum of several commuting operators as the graph of an analytic mul- 
tifunction. It seems that Theorem 5.1, which in the present formulation 
looks rather technical, will become more natural if generalized to the con- 
text of analytic families of Banach spaces as defined in [7]. 
We need some additional notation and terminology to formulate 
the next theorem. Let P be a compact polydisc in Ck and G its 
open neighbourhood. If we are given operator-valued functions 
TE H(G, L(A’, Y)) and SE H(G, L( Y, Z)), we denote 
A+(P,KS)={gEA+(P, Y):S(z)g(z)=O,zEP}, 
A+(P,IT)={gEA+(P, Y): 
there is f~ A + (P, A’) such that 
g(z)= T(z).fO, ZEPJ. 
If S(z)oT(z)=O for ZEP, then A+(P,IT)cA+(P,KS). In such case 
denote 
A + (P, KS/IT) = A + (P, KS)/A + (P, IT); (5.1) 
of course this defines a complex Banach space. 
The next theorem deals with the following setting. The sets P c G c Ck 
are as above and let Xi, Y,, Zi, i = 0, l,.,., m, are complex Banach spaces. 
Let functions Tic H(G, L(X,, Y,)), Sic H(G, L( Yi, Z,)), i=O, l,..., m, and 
aiEH(G,UX;vXi+i)), fiiEH(G, L(Yi, Y,+i)) and yiEH(G,L(Z,,Z,+I)), 
i= 0, l,..., m - 1, be given such that for each z E G each row and each 
column of the diagram 
o-+z,-+z,+ ..’ “. AZ, ,+Zm+O 
T T T I 0 -+ Y. + Y, -+ .. . . . . -+ y, , + y, + 0 (5.2) 
T I I T 0+x0+x, + ... ... -bx, ,+Xm-+O 
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is a cochain complex, provided the vertical differentials are defined by 
operators T,(z) and S,(z) (starting from the bottom in the column i) and 
the horizontal ones are defined by a,(z), /3,(z), and y,(z). 
THEOREM 5. I. In addition to above denotations and conditions assume 
thar thefunctions z + k( T(z)) and z + k(S(z)) are locally uniformly bounded 
on G and that the diagram (5.2) commutes. Then .for every z E G the 
operators PO(z) ,..., fi, ,(z) . d m uce differentials in the quotient complex 
0 --, ker &(z)/Im T,,(z) -+ ker S,(z)/Im T,(z) -+ ... 
-+ ker S,(z)/Im T,,,(z) + 0. 
Assume that this complex is exact Jar each z E G. Then the complex, 
O+A+(P,KS,i~T”)-+A+(P,KS,/IT,)+ ... -A+(P,KS,/IT,,,+O, 
with dlflerenrials naturally induced by operators A + (A,), 
A + (8, ) ,..., A + (fl,, , ), respectively, is exact as well. 
Proof. Note that A , (p,) induces the differential of the last complex 
because, by commutativity of diagram (5.1). 
and 
A +(B,)(A ,(P,KS,))cA+(P, KS,,,) 
A+(B,)(A+(P,IT,))cA+(P,lT,+,). 
For fixed i, 0 6 i < m, we will show exactness of the short sequence 
A +(P, KS, , ;IT, ,) -“‘L A .(P, KS/IT,)-b. A,(P, KS,, ,/IT,, ,), 
(5.3) 
where b, denotes the differential induced by A + (0,). We will determine lirst 
what does it mean that the short sequence 
ker S, ,(=)/Im T, ,(z) s ker S,(:)/lm T,(z) 
<)),I z 
- ker S,- ,(:)/Im T,, ,(z) (5.4) 
is exact, where 6,(z) are the maps induced by /-I,(Z). Observe that 
[y] E ker 6,(z) if and only if YE ker S,(Z) and /?,(z)E Im T, , ,(z). On the 
other hand [J] E Im 6, ,(z) if and only if there is J*’ E ker S, ,(z) such 
that (J’-/?, ,(),‘))~Irn T,(z), that is J’E/~, ,(;)(ker S,. ,(z))+ Im T,(z). 
Thus the sequence (5.4) is exact if and only if 
ker S,(z) n ,9,(z) ‘(lm T,, ,(z)) = /I, ,(;)(ker S, ,(z)) + Im 7’,(z). (5.5) 
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Of course, the same argument shows that the complex (5.3) is exact if and 
only if 
kerA+(s,)nA+(B,)-‘(lmA,(T,,,)) 
=A ,(P, ,)(kcrA+(S,-,))+ImA+(T,). (5.6) 
We can assume without loss of generality that G is a Stein domain, e.g., 
an open polydisc. Since the functions k(S, _ ,(z)) and k( 7’,+ ,(z)) are locally 
bounded, we can apply Theorem 2 and obtain complex Banach spaces E 
and F and operator valued functions A E H(G, L(E, Y,. , )) and 
BE H(G, L( Y,, , , F)) such that 
ker Si- ,(z) = Im A(z) and Im T,+,(z)=ker B(z), ZEG. (5.7) 
This representation of kernels by images and vice versa is the crucial step 
in our argument: it will make possible the deduction of Eq. (5.6) from Eqs. 
(5.5) by application of Theorem 1. 
By (5.7) Eq. (5.5) can be rewritten as 
kerS,(z)nker(B(z)c/?,(z))=Im(/1, ,(z)~A(z))+lmT,(z), LEG. (5.8) 
Define Q(z)(e@x)=p,-,(z)A(z)s+ T,(z)x for eeE, XEX, and R(z)(y)= 
(Si(z)v)~(B(Z)Pi(z)v), YE Y,. Then QeH(G, L(E@Xi -1, Y,)) and 
R E H(G, L( Y,, Zi@ F)), and (5.8) reads 
ker R(z) = Im Q(z) for LEG, 
which, by Theorem I (cf. Remark 3.4) implies that 
kerA+(R)=ImA+(Q), (5.9) 
where A+(Q):A,(P, E@J’_.,)+A+(P, Yi) and A+(R): A+(P, Y,)-+ 
A + (P, Zi@ F). In the same way Eqs. (5.7) and Theorem 1 imply that 
kerA+(S,.,)=ImA+(A) and ImA+(T,+,)=kerA+(B); 
due to these relations the Eq. (5.6) can be rewritten as 
kerA+(S,)nkerA+(B~/l,)=ImA+(j?, ,nA)+ImA+(T,). 
Since this equation is equivalent to (5.9), which has already been 
established, Eq. (5.6) holds. Q.E.D. 
The next lemma, rather loosely connected with the main problems of this 
paper, will be needed in [6] to help implement the application of 
Theorem 5.1. 
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LEMMA 5.2. Let P be a compact polydisc in Ck, G an open 
neighbourhood of P, and TE H(G, L(X, Y)), SE H(G, L( Y, Z)). Assume that 
S(z) 0 T(z) = 0, z E G, and that the functions k( T(z)) and k(S(z)) are locally 
bounded on G. Let y = A , (P, KS/IT) be defined by (5.1). Denote by V, the 
operator induced on y by operator of multiplication by z, on A +(P, Y). 
Denore Y&:=Im V,+ ... +Im V,, for O<p<k, and Y,=(O). Then 8, is 
closed in Y and V,, has zero kernel acting on y/F,, , , for p = 1, 2 ,..,, k. 
Proof Let P = b(0, r, ) x . . . x D(O, rk) and denote P, = D(0, r,, + , ) 
x ... xb(O,r,) ifO<p<k. 
Assertion 1. If 0 < p < k, then 
P, = { [g] E A + (P, KS/IT): g(0 ,..., 0, z,,+ , ,..., zk) 
=Ofor Iz,I <r,, p+ 1 <i<k}. 
Assertion 2. If O< p < k, then the natural map from F/F,, into 
A +(P,, KS,IIT,), where S&z, + , ,..., zk) = S(0 ,..., 0, Z,, + , ,..., zk) and 
T,(z, + , ,..., zk) = T(0 ,..., 0, zP t , ,..., zk) is an isomorphism onto. 
First, observe that the lemma follows from the assertions. Indeed, by 
Assertion 1 the subspace Yk is closed. Furthermore, under the identification 
of Assertion 2 operator V, + , corresponds to the operator induced on 
A + (P,, KSJZT,) by multiplication by z,, + , . To check that this operator is 
one-to-one we let [g] E A +(P,, KTJIT,) be such that [z,, , g] = 0, i.e., 
;p, I&p+l ,..., zk) belongs to Im T,,(z, + , ,..., zk) for Izi( < r,, i = p + l,..., k. 
Therefore g(z”) E Im TJz”), whenever z” E P, and z; + , # 0, and so by 
Theorem 2(ii) g(z”) E Im T,,(z”) for all 5’ E P,. By Theorem 1 
g E Im A c (T,,). Thus [g] = 0, as required. It remains to check the asser- 
tions. 
The inclusion (C ) in Assortion 1 is obvious. For the reverse inclusion 
consider g in A +(P, Y) such that S(z) g(z) = 0, z E P and g(z) =0 if 
- - ... =z ‘-I- = 0, z E P. By Theorem 2(iv) applied twice there are Banach 
spaces E,,;, and functions A,,EH(G, L(E,, Y)), A, EH(G, L(E,, E,)), 
such that Im A,(z)= ker A,(z) and Im A,(z)= ker S(z), LEG (we can 
assume that G is Stein). By Theorem I there is h E A + (P, E,) such that 
g(z)= A,(z) h(z), ZE P. In the same way there is h, E A+(P,, E,) such that 
A,(z”) h,(z”) = h,(O, z”) for z”~ P,. Define h,(z) = h,(O ,..., 0, z,, +, ,..., zk) for 
zEP.Ofcourseh,EA+(P,E,).Seth=ho-A+(A,)hZ.ThenhEA+(P,E,) 
and h(z) = 0 whenever z, = . = z,, = 0. A standard argument shows that 
there are functions h, ,..., h,EA+(P, E,) such that h(z)=z,h,(z)+ ... + 
z,h,(z), ZEP. Set g(z)=AJz)h,(z), ZEP. Then g,EA+(P,Y) and 
S(z) g,(z)=0 for 1 d i< p, and so [g,] E P. Since g(z)= A,(z) h,(z) = 
A,(z) h(z), ZE P, we conclude that [g] = [z, g,] + ... + [z, g,], i.e., 
Cgl E QY as required. 
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Let cp: rP -+ A + (P,, KSJIT,) denote the map in Assertion 2. To see that 
it is one-to-one, let ge A + (P, KS) be such that cp( [ g]) = [0], which 
means that g(z) E Im T(z), whenever z, = . . . = zP = 0, z E P. By Theorem I 
(and Theorem 2) there exists h,,~ A +(P, X) such that g(0, z”) = 
T(0, z”) h,(z”), for z” E P,,. Set h(z) = h,(O, z”) for z = (z ,,..., zP, z”) E P. 
Then heA+(P,X) and if we set g,=g-A+(T)h, then g,eA+(P,KS) 
and moreover g,(O ,..., 0, zP+ , ,..., zk) = 0, (z,, + , ,..., zk) E P,. By Assertion 1 
[g,] E yP and since g, - g E Im A +(T), [g] E p,,, and so q is one-to-one. 
To show that cp is onto we obtain, by Theorem 2(iv), a Banach space E 
and a function A E H(G, L(E, Y)) such that Im A(z) = ker S(z), z E G. Let 
gpE A +(P,,, KS,). By Theorem 1 there exists .f, E A +(Pp, E) such that 
g,(z”)=A(O,z”)f,(z”), ~“EP,. Set .f(z)=fJz”) for z=(z ,,..., zprz”)~P, 
and g(z)=A(z)f(z) for zeP. Then geA+(P, KS) and q([g]+ F,,)= 
C&l. Q.E.D. 
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